Abstract: A new heuristic algorithm is proposed for extraction of all homogeneous fine-grained texture segments present in any visual image. The segments extracted by this algorithm should comply with human understanding of homogeneous fine-grained areas. The algorithm sequentially extracts segments from more homogeneous to less homogeneous ones. The algorithm belongs to a region growing approach. So, for each segment, an initial seed point of this segment is found. Then, from this initial pixel, the segment begins to expand occupying its adjacent neighborhoods. This procedure of expansion of the segment continues till the segment reaches its borders. The algorithm examines neighboring pixels using texture features extracted in the image by means of a set of texture windows. The segmentation process terminates when the image contains no more sizable homogeneous segments. The segmentation procedure is fully unsupervised, i.e., it does not use a priori knowledge on either the type of textures or the number of texture segments in the image. Using black and white natural scenes, a series of experiments demonstrates efficiency of the algorithm in extraction of homogeneous fine-grained texture segments and the segmentation looks reasonable "from a human point of view".
Introduction
The problem of image segmentation is very important in the tasks involving analysis and recognition of different natural visual scenes, such as landscapes, satellite photographs, microscopic medical images, robotics, etc. (e.g. [3, 6, 11, 16, 30, 50] 
]).
A rapid image segmentation system should be useful for the task of abandoned object detection [56] .
Generally, any object is recognized, to a large degree, by its shape. Therefore, in order to recognize an object in a real-world visual scene, it is necessary, at first, to detect its borders in the image. In natural images, texture borders are, often, borders of objects. Thus, the first operation of the object recognition procedure in a natural scene should be division of the image into separate texture segments. When texture segments are discovered, it becomes possible to start solving such tasks as object-ground separation and object recognition. However, according to a widespread belief, object recognition based on low-level cues cannot and should not aim to produce a complete final correct recognition. Mid-and high-level knowledge should be used to either confirm these segments or select some of them for further analysis [50] .
The idea to start the analysis of any visual image from extraction of all homogeneous texture areas is conventional. For example, "The task of partitioning a natural image into regions with homogeneous texture, commonly referred to as image segmentation, is widely accepted as a crucial function for high-level image understanding, significantly reducing the complexity of content analysis of images" [42] .
In the majority of works presented in literature, statistical analysis of input images is performed for description, recognition and segmentation of textures. In the statistical approach, the image is usually processed by a sliding window within which various statistical characteristics are measured, such as energy, entropy, uniformity, contrast, dispersion, inverse difference moment, total average, total dispersion, total entropy, difference dispersion, difference entropy and correlation, etc. (e.g. [4, 8, 14, 38, 54] ).
Lately, so called "superpixels" have been used in many works (e.g. [1, 19, 36] ). Superpixel algorithms group image pixels into perceptually meaningful atomic regions, which can be used to replace the rigid structure of the pixel grid. They capture image redundancy, and greatly reduce the complexity of subsequent image processing tasks.
In general, a problem of texture segmentation implies that the segmentation procedure is performed without any preliminary knowledge of the input image. In this formulation, the problem is very complicated. In the approach which falls into category of unsupervised texture segmentation the segmentation algorithm uses some universal texture features to extract any texture regions (e.g. [9, 15, 40, 47, 52, 53, 55] ). For the majority of the unsupervised segmentation algorithms it is necessary to specify the number of the texture segments to be extracted.
The complexity of the texture segmentation problem may be considerably facilitated by means of providing a segmentation device with a limited number of distinctive patches of those textures that should be recognized and segmented in the image. Using these patches, it is possible to measure characteristics of the indicated textures and, then, to adjust parameters of the segmentation device according to them. Adjustment of segmentation parameters may be done by means of supervised learning. In this approach, the segmentation device is preliminarily learnt on a training set of texture class samples (e.g. [2, 5, 41, 51] ). A number of supervised feed-forward neural network-based models for texture segmentation and recognition are of the same approach (e.g. [10, 20-23, 31, 32, 48, 51] ). These models often use supervised neural network classifiers, such as [31-34, 37, 46] , and may use associative (assembly) neural networks [17, 18, [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The textures are often subdivided into fine-grained and coarse (-grained) ones (e.g. [49] ). Image regions representing objects with discontinuities in depth, in material, or in illumination, etc., correspond to coarse texture segments. And finegrained texture is characterized by a smooth variation of image brightness and fine granularity. Texture segmentation of images may be performed both by means of coarse texture region extraction and by extraction of homogeneous fine-grained texture segments. The presented attempt belongs to the latter approach. It is worth noting that description of textures as "coarse" or "fine-grained" is obviously relative. Indeed, by increasing the degree of image resolution, many fine-grained segments may turn into coarse ones. Therefore, in the presented case, the size and image resolution are fixed.
It is well known that the "texture" is an intuitive concept which does not have any formal or commonly accepted definition (e.g. [48] ). Therefore, there is no possibility to evaluate formally and objectively any texture segmentation results. Various researchers understand different things by the term "texture". In many publications, the term "texture" is used in relation to the areas occupied by the whole objects such, for example, as faces, flowers, animals, trees, buildings, bicycles and so on. This understanding of the texture notion is predominant in the world. Therefore, all well-known texture and object segmentation and recognition databases are constructed for testing different segmentation and recognition algorithms within this understanding of texture.
In contrast to this understanding of texture, we consider only "homogeneous texture segments" in our attempt. That is, under the term "texture segment" we mean only such image area all small parts of which have similar texture characteristics (texture features), and we use the expression "homogeneous texture segment" to emphasize that.
The aim of our research was to develop a texture segmentation algorithm that would provide only a partial texture segmentation of any input image, but the segmentation should be reasonable "from a human point of view". The expression "partial texture segmentation" means that the proposed algorithm is intended for extraction of only homogeneous fine-grained texture segments present in the analyzed image. In other words, the task is to extract large homogeneous fine-grained texture segments in the image in such a way as humans do.
The proposed segmentation algorithm belongs to a region growing approach (e.g. [12, 29, 39, 44] ). So, for each segment, an initial seed point of this segment is found. Then, from this initial pixel, the segment begins to expand occupying its adjacent neighborhoods. This procedure of expansion of the segment continues till the segment reaches its borders. During the process of expansion of the extracted segment, in order to decide whether the neighboring pixel should be added to the segment, or not, the algorithm examines the pixel using texture features extracted in the image by means of a set of texture windows. A texture window is a comparatively small square frame sliding inside the image and used to evaluate texture characteristics of all image points. The window-based method for evaluation of textures is the most prevalent technique now.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the complete segmentation procedure and, in particular, briefly describes the proposed algorithm. The set of used texture features and its representation are described in Section 3. The procedure of dilation of an arbitrary one-valued area in a binary image is explained in Section 4. Section 5 presents the formation of exemplary feature pattern characterizing the sought-for texture segment. Section 6 contains the algorithm of comparison between the feature pattern of texture window and the exemplary pattern. A short description of the algorithm for extraction of one homogeneous fine-grained texture segment is given in Section 7. Full description of this algorithm is found in Appendix A. Section 8 demonstrates several experiments on texture segmentation of natural images by the algorithm. Sections 9 and 10 are devoted to discussion and conclusions. We summarize all concepts (terms) that are crucial for proposed algorithms understanding, in Appendix B, to be easily available in the course of reading the paper.
2. An overview of the texture segmentation process
The proposed algorithm extracts all homogeneous fine-grained texture segments in sequential and iterative process, one segment per iteration. In each iteration, first of all, an initial seed pixel is found which certainly belongs to the most homogeneous fine-grained texture segment present in the currently considered region of the image. A set of texture features is extracted from this pixel and its close surroundings. We postulate that the found seed pixel is representative of the sought-for most homogeneous texture segment and the extracted feature set adequately characterizes this segment. The procedure of finding the representative seed pixel and the characterizing feature set is described in detail in [25] and, therefore, it is not considered here. Earlier (and outdated) version of the procedure is presented in [24] . The algorithm is fully unsupervised; it processes any input image without any a priori knowledge of either the type of textures or the number of texture segments in the image. As mentioned above, the algorithm sequentially extracts only finegrained homogeneous texture segments. This peculiarity does not allow it to extract coarse texture segments as entire areas. Moreover, the algorithm should divide every coarse texture region into a number of homogeneous fine-grained texture segments. This inherent peculiarity distinguishes the proposed algorithm from related techniques that extract both fine-grained texture segments and coarse ones. All homogeneous fine-grained texture segments are sequentially extracted by the algorithm starting from more homogeneous to less and less homogeneous ones.
The segmentation process terminates when the image contains no more sizable homogeneous segments. After the segmentation procedure is completed, the coarse texture and non-texture regions of the image remain not extracted.
The essence of the procedure of finding the representative seed pixel is as follows. The image is covered with a number of test windows. In each of them, a degree of texture homogeneity is measured. The test window with maximal degree of homogeneity is determined and a representative pixel seed is detected within this test window.
The found representative seed pixel is gradually grown to the boundaries of the currently extracted most homogeneous fine-grained texture segment taking into account the characterizing feature set. As a result of this expansion procedure, an approximately homogeneous and (usually) simply connected fine-grained texture area is extracted.
After extraction of the current segment its area is excluded from further consideration. Thereby, each subsequent segment will not intersect with the segments that have been extracted earlier. At the next iteration, extracting the next texture segment starts again with the search for a new representative seed pixel belonging to a new most homogeneous segment present in the remainder of the image.
At the final stage of the segmentation procedure, averaged texture characteristics of all extracted texture segments are analyzed and compared with each other with the aim to merge those texture segments that belong to the same texture class.
Texture features and their representation
It is well known in the pattern recognition field, that the choice of features used by the recognition technique strongly influences the results of the recognition (segmentation) process. Accordingly, the texture segmentation results strongly depend on how well the chosen set of features describes the textures. Below, we describe the feature set used for experiments presented in this paper. However, it is worth noting that the algorithm for extraction of homogeneous fine-grained texture segments proposed in the paper can work with any other feature set, provided that this set is represented in the format of normalized binary vectors (see below).
In this paper we consider only grayscale images, so that every input image is an integer matrix of I × J size every element of which represents the brightness value (in the range of 0-255) of the corresponding image pixel. In order to evaluate texture characteristics of different image points, square texture windows of the same size are applied.
A set of M texture features (feature types) is computed for every texture window. The window-based method for feature evaluation of textures is the most prevalent technique now. The texture features extracted from texture windows serve for estimation of similarity and/or difference between the corresponding windows. The brightness values of all pixels of the window take part in computation of every texture feature. All texture features computed in a texture window are associated with its central pixel.
The whole input image is covered by a large number of overlapping texture windows, let us designate this number as N . Let us stipulate (for simplification) that there are N texture windows and that every image pixel is a center of the corresponding texture window. So, we introduce a coordinate system of the window centers of N = I × J pixels with indices i and j(i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , I; j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , J). At the beginning of the segmentation process of a given image, all texture features are computed in all N texture windows covering the image and, then, are saved for further usage.
The following set of texture features is used. First, the feature set includes a brightness histogram of all pixels of a texture window. Each bin of this histogram represents the number of the window pixels that have brightness values within a certain interval. Brightness histogram of a texture window gives not unique but rather specific description of the texture: the histograms of different windows of the same texture are similar, while the histograms of the windows belonging to different textures are dissimilar almost in all natural images. Of course, it is possible to design different artificial textures with the same brightness histograms, but in natural images, it is highly improbable to find contiguous areas of dissimilar textures that have the same brightness histograms. In the described case, the brightness histogram consists of 12 bins.
Second, the feature set includes a histogram of orientations of all pixels of a texture window. This histogram is computed, based on filtering the image by the Scharr filter, as described in [28] . As a result of filtering the initial brightness matrix of the image by the Scharr filter, two real values are assigned to every image pixel. These values define vertical and horizontal brightness differences around the pixel. They are calculated from the brightness values of those 8 pixels that directly surround the considered one. Vertical and horizontal differences are used to evaluate the angle of brightness orientation around each image pixel. The angle is a real number from the interval [0, π]. This interval is divided into V angle ranges of π/V size each, where V denotes the number of bins in the orientation histogram. The orientation histogram is necessary to distinguish texture segments that contain differently oriented strokes. Orientation histogram consists of 9 bins.
The next feature is a characteristic of brightness non-uniformity within a texture window. This feature is computed as follows. As above, the whole initial brightness matrix is processed by the Scharr filter and vertical and horizontal brightness differences are determined for each image pixel. For every pixel, these values are squared, summarized, and the square root is taken from this sum. Then, the values obtained for each pixel of the window are summarized into a single resulting value which serves as the brightness non-uniformity characteristic of the window. This feature indicates how many brightness inhomogeneous spots are within the texture window. The feature is useful to distinguish texture patches of the same mean brightness but with different inner structure.
The last texture feature is the mean brightness of a texture window. Evidently, it is a very distinctive characteristic of textures, as well.
So, the total of M = 23 texture features are computed for each texture window. Every feature value computed in a texture window is a real number (a scalar). All feature values are normalized to a range K. All these M normalized values of texture features computed in a texture window constitute a feature pattern describing the corresponding texture window; this pattern is associated with a proper pixel of the image. To represent a feature pattern of one texture window in a binary format, M binary (column) vectors of K elements each are used. Each of these M vectors comprises M × K binary elements. Let us call such a set of M × K binary elements a binary feature cluster. Full description of textural characteristics of each image is represented by the set of N such clusters (according to the overall number of texture windows covering the image).
In the experiments with the computer program simulating the texture segmentation algorithm, each feature cluster consists of M = 23 binary (column) vectors of K = 20 elements each. The choice of a relatively small vector size (K = 20 binary elements) in the experiments is explained by the desire to reduce maximally the processing time which obviously increases in proportion to the number of cluster vectors and their sizes.
Within each cluster, the vectors are numbered separately in the same way, so that the vectors of different clusters that represent the same texture features of different windows have the same numbers inside the clusters. Hereinafter, index m is used for indexing vectors within the feature clusters.
The "thermometer" coding method [45] is used to represent the normalized feature values in the binary vectors. Every normalized feature value is encoded by a set of one-valued elements in every vector. The "thermometer" coding method implies that this set of one-valued elements includes all elements of the vector between the numbers 0 and U , where U is the normalized feature value to be represented in the vector. So, the larger the feature value U , the higher the continuous set of one-valued elements rises in the vector. Let us underline that according to the name of the method, the continuous set of one-valued elements of the vector always begins with the element number 0. This description is depicted in Fig. 1 , in which the feature value U = 7 is represented by the "thermometer" coding method in the binary vector of K = 13 elements. Here, it is worth to explain the sense of introduction of the thermometry representation of the texture feature values. In the proposed segmentation algorithm, the pattern of texture features extracted from each texture window is compared with some etalon feature pattern, as will be described below. By means of such a comparison, the degree of similarity between these patterns is evaluated.
As mentioned above, the majority of the used texture features are presented in a bar graph format. We consider that the most reasonable method for evaluation of similarity between two feature patterns presented in the format of histograms is to measure the overlap between the corresponding bins of the histograms. Thereby, for easy measurement of the overlap between the corresponding bins, we introduce the "thermometry" coding method to represent the feature values fixed in each bin of the histograms. Expediency of using the "thermometry" coding method exactly in the binary format will become clear in Section 5.
So, all M normalized feature values associated with a texture window are represented by different continuous sets of one-valued elements in each of M vectors of the binary feature cluster. Full pattern of one-valued elements in a cluster provides an integral feature description of the texture in the corresponding texture window. All N binary feature clusters contain the feature representation of the whole input image (of all N texture windows). Let us introduce a binary four-dimensional array Thus, as a result of the feature extraction procedure, the original input image is transformed into the binary four-dimensional array
which contains feature description of the whole image in a binary format. The array G is computed only once at the beginning of the texture segmentation process and saved after that for further usage. 
Dilation of an arbitrary area in a binary matrix
The simplest version of the basic binary morphology operation used in the proposed algorithm is called dilation. The procedure of dilation of one-valued patterns represented by a binary matrix is often used in the texture segmentation process.
Let us consider a binary matrix B 0 which contains an arbitrary number of onevalued elements. Let results of one step of dilation of the matrix B 0 be recorded in a binary matrix B 1 of the same size as B 0 . At first, the matrix B 0 is copied into the matrix B 1 . Each one-valued pixel of the matrix B 0 , which does not belong to the matrix borders, has eight contiguous elements. It does not matter which of these surrounding elements are one-valued and which are zero-valued. One step of the procedure assigns one-value to all eight elements of the matrix B 1 that surround every corresponding one-valued element of the matrix B 0 . Let us denote one step of the dilation procedure as Φ, so that B 1 = Φ(B 0 ). The second step of the dilation procedure produces the binary matrix B 2 of the same size, B 2 = Φ(B 1 ). Let us designate the operation of sequential applying of H dilation steps to the binary matrix B by Φ H (B). Also, let us designate the binary matrix obtained as a result of sequential application of these H steps to the initial binary matrix B 0 by B H .
A series of sequential steps of dilation of the initial one-valued area gives rise to a certain increase in its size with an approximate retaining its shape. Fig. 3 illustrates a single step dilation procedure. It shows dilation of an exemplary pattern of one-valued elements by a step of the procedure in the binary matrix of 20 × 20 elements. Black elements depict the pattern before dilation and grey elements show the appended one-valued elements after accomplishment of the procedure. 
Formation of exemplary feature pattern
describing the sought-for texture segment
As mentioned above, the process of extraction of all homogeneous fine-grained texture segments is sequential and iterative. At each iteration (excepting the first one), the extraction algorithm processes not the whole image, but only a part of it. To represent the image region that is currently under processing, a binary matrix
Let us underline that the same matrix Q is used in the whole process of extraction of all homogeneous fine-grained texture segments present in the input image. One-valued elements of the matrix Q indicate the pixels of the currently considered image region. At the beginning of the segmentation process (before the first iteration) all elements of the matrix Q are set one-valued. In each n-th iteration, the algorithm proposed in [25] (and briefly described in Section 2 of this paper) determines a single seed pixel which is a representative of the most homogeneous fine-grained segment present in the currently considered image area marked by one-valued elements of the matrix Q. Let us designate coordinates of this seed pixel as i * , j * . We postulate that the set of texture features extracted from the corresponding texture window characterizes this segment. This feature set is considered as the feature description of the sought-for texture segment. In order to get a more complete feature description of the segment, the (i * , j * )-th pixel is expanded into some square by means of H sequential dilation procedures exemplified in Fig. 3 .
To describe this process, a binary matrix
At the beginning of the n-th iteration, all elements of the matrix P(n) are set zero-valued except for the (i * , j * )-th one which is set one-valued:
The procedure of H steps is applied to the matrix P, which leads to the formation of some square area of one-valued elements: P H = Φ H (P). Then, those one-valued elements of the area that do not belong to the currently processed domain Q are excluded from it. The remaining part of the square area P H is designated as P EXMPL and is named, hereinafter, an exemplary seed patch. The procedure of the exemplary seed patch restriction is described by the following:
where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , I; j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J; ∧ is conjunction; Q is the binary matrix serving for representation (by its one-valued elements) of the currently considered image region. So, the exemplary seed patch has, in a general case, more complex shape than a square. The exemplary seed patch is used to obtain more complete and representative feature description of the sought-for texture segment by means of combining all features extracted from all texture windows of the exemplary seed patch that immediately surround the (i * , j * )-th seed pixel. An integer matrix W[m][k] of M × K elements is used to describe combination of all patterns extracted from the exemplary seed patch P EXMPL . In contrast to the array
, which is built only once for the whole segmentation process, the matrix W[m][k] is formed anew for each n-th iteration. The procedure of the formation of the matrix W is described in a (C++ like) pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Combining all feature patterns extracted from the exemplary seed patch P EXMPL .
Input: binary matrix P EXMPL [I] [J] , // Exemplary seed patch for the n-th
// Feature description of the whole image. So, due to the combining procedure, the exemplary feature pattern that is represented in the integer matrix W becomes the extended feature description of the sought-for texture segment. And each (m, k)-th element of the matrix W contains the number of binary elements of the array G (texture features presented in the array G in the binary thermometer format) that are found in all texture windows of the exemplary seed patch P EXMPL . Fig. 4 illustrates this description; it shows a demo sample of the exemplary feature pattern which is depicted as consisting of M = 5 vectors of K = 13 integer elements each. In this figure, the numbers of corresponding texture features (one-valued elements of the corresponding vectors) collected from all over the exemplary seed patch in the matrix W are depicted by the intensity of black color: white circle indicates that this feature value is absent in the exemplary seed patch. It should be apparent that owing to the thermometry coding of all texture feature values, the elements at the bottom of the vectors (columns) of the matrix W will always have larger values than at the top of these vectors (columns). 
Comparisons between the exemplary pattern
and feature patterns of all texture windows
As described above, the process of extraction of all homogeneous fine-grained texture segments is sequential and iterative, one segment per iteration. In the n-th iteration, the segmentation process starts from comparisons between the exemplary feature pattern W of N = I × J elements is introduced to represent results of the comparisons; the matrix is set zero-valued at the beginning of each iteration. The procedure of the matrix E formation is described in a (C++ like) pseudo-code in Algorithm 2.
As follows from Algorithm 2, within the procedure of the matrix E formation a number of comparisons is sequentially performed. Each comparison evaluates similarity between two feature patterns. These patterns are: the exemplary feature pattern W and the currently considered (i, j)-th feature pattern distributed in the binary feature cluster G[i] [j] . Actually, every comparison evaluates a measure of texture similarity between the exemplary seed patch P EXMPL and the (i, j)-th texture window. The evaluated value of similarity is represented in the (i, j) element of the matrix E. So, as a result of the matrix E formation all over the image, every (i, j)-th element of the matrix E reflects the degree of similarity between the (i, j)-th texture window and the exemplary seed patch P EXMPL . Therefore, those elements of the matrix E that correspond to the sought-for texture segment will have much higher values than the elements representing other image regions. We take advantage of that in order to extract the areas of texture segments as described below. for (k = 0; k < K; k + +) // Cycle through all elements representing // a feature in the array G and through // all elements of vectors within the // integer matrix W (see Figs. 2 and 4) .
Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate this description. Fig. 5A is the same as Fig. 4 ; it shows the exemplary feature pattern fixed in the matrix W which characterizes the currently extracted texture segment. Fig. 5B demonstrates the feature pattern extracted from any texture window that belongs to the sought-for texture segment; the pattern is represented in the corresponding binary feature cluster G. In these figures, the matrix W and the feature cluster are depicted as consisting of M = 5 vectors of K = 13 elements each. As seen in Fig. 5 , both feature patterns are very similar. Fig. 6A is the same as Fig. 4 and Fig. 5A ; it shows the exemplary feature pattern fixed in the matrix W which characterizes the currently extracted texture segment. Fig. 6B demonstrates the feature pattern extracted from any texture window which does not belong to the sought-for texture segment; the pattern is fixed in the corresponding feature cluster G. (Again, the matrix W and the feature cluster are depicted as consisting of M = 5 vectors of K = 13 elements each.) As seen in Fig. 6 , both feature patterns are quite dissimilar. B -A demo sample of one feature pattern extracted from any texture window belonging to the sought-for texture segment; the pattern is represented in the corresponding binary feature cluster (the array G). B -A demo sample of one feature pattern extracted from any texture window that does not belong to the sought-for texture segment; the pattern is represented in the corresponding binary feature cluster (the array G). Fig. 7 shows a demonstration experiment with a real texture image. The figure illustrates the first iteration of the segmentation procedure. The left part of Fig. 7 is the input image. The texture segment extracted by the segmentation algorithm in the first iteration is the park road. Location of the exemplary seed patch P EXMPL , which has been found by the algorithm described in [25] , is indicated by a black square in the left part of the figure. The left part of the figure presents the matrix E computed according to Algorithm 2 at the first iteration of the segmentation process. Thus, in this iteration, the matrix E is computed specially for the extraction of the park road texture segment in the image. In the figure, the values of the matrix elements are expressed by the intensity of white. As seen in the right part of Fig. 7 , the elements of the matrix E corresponding to the park road texture segment have much higher values than all other its elements.
We consider the value of each element of the matrix E (corresponding to the image pixel) as a measure of its belonging to the sought-for texture segment. This value is used by the segmentation algorithm to make a decision about inclusion (or exclusion) of the image pixel into the segment. Fig. 7 A landscape photograph of a park (the left part) and the matrix E computed at the first iteration of the segmentation process (the right part).
7. An overview of the algorithm for extraction of one homogeneous fine-grained texture segment
This section contains a short overview of the algorithm extracting one homogeneous fine-grained texture segment (full description of the algorithm is given in Appendix A). As mentioned above, one homogeneous and (usually) simply connected texture segment is extracted in each iteration. The extraction process starts from finding the representative seed pixel and corresponding set of texture features that characterize the most homogeneous fine-grained texture segment present in the currently considered image region Q. The set of texture features characterizing the most homogeneous texture segment is presented in the exemplary seed patch P EXMPL . Let us introduce a binary matrix R[i][j] of N = I × J size to represent pixels of the n-th texture segment extracted by the algorithm in the n-th iteration. At the beginning of the n-th iteration, all elements of the matrix R are set zero-valued.
And during the extraction process, those pixels that are found belonging to the n-th segment will be represented by one-valued elements of the matrix R.
At the beginning of extraction of the n-th texture segment, the exemplary seed patch P EXMPL is used as an origin from which the extracted segment is gradually expanded to its boundaries. So, at the beginning of the extraction process, the exemplary seed patch P EXMPL is rewritten into the matrix R :
The extraction process consists of a number of expansion steps. Each expansion step starts from the dilation procedure described in Section 4. The expansion steps are combined in series. In every iteration, the number of series of expansion steps is limited.
In every expansion step, at first, the outer contour is found which circumscribes the area of the n-th segment that has been determined by this moment. Then, the values of those elements of the matrix E that correspond to the contour pixels are compared to some variable threshold L(t). This is done in order to find out whether these pixels have enough similar texture characteristics to those of the exemplary seed patch P EXMPL . In other words, the comparison between the value
and the threshold L(t) is used in order to make a decision whether the corresponding pixel belongs to the sought-for n-th segment or not. If the (i, j)-th contour pixel under test has enough similar texture characteristics, it is appended to the previously defined pixels of the n-th segment (that is expressed by assigning unit value to the corresponding (i, j)-th element of the matrix R.
If the contour element E[i][j] is less than L(t), the corresponding (i, j)-th element of the matrix R remains zero-valued.
Such a sequential expansion of the sought-for n-th segment continues during T series of expansion steps. For the first series (at t = 0) the threshold value L is equal to E max . For each new expansion series, the threshold L(t) decreases slightly. So, during the whole expansion procedure, the threshold value L decreases from L max = E max to L min (for the last series, at t = T ). Actually, in the experiments with the computer model of the texture segmentation algorithm, the threshold value L decreases from E max to E max /2. At the end of the expansion process, the whole area of the segment becomes marked by one-valued elements of the matrix R meaning that one approximately homogeneous and (usually) simply connected fine-grained texture segment is delineated in the image.
When the process of extraction of the n-th texture segment is completed, its pixels are excluded from the subsequent consideration by subtracting them from the currently considered image region Q, that is:
where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , I; j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J; ⊕ is exclusive disjunction (XOR).
It is evident that due to this procedure, each subsequent segment will not intersect with the segments that were extracted earlier.
Extraction of the next (n + 1)-th texture segment is performed according to the above description. As always, the extraction process starts with finding the representative seed pixel and a set of texture features characterizing the most homo geneous fine-grained texture segment which is present in the remained unprocessed image region that is indicated by one-valued elements of the matrix Q.
Together with the set of characterizing texture features, the algorithm described in [25] evaluates the degree of homogeneity of the (n + 1)-th texture segment and outputs it as a value of some parameter Ω. Let us introduce another parameter -a threshold F which may be interpreted as a threshold for the segments that could be called homogeneous. The threshold F may be used to terminate the segmentation procedure when Ω obtained for the next (n + 1)-th texture segment becomes less than F . And we can be sure that by this moment all noticeable homogeneous fine-grained texture segments have already been extracted in the image.
Experiments
The Fig. 7 and results of extraction of 8 the most homogeneous fine-grained texture segments in it (the right part). The colors of the segments that have been consecutively extracted in this image by the algorithm are in the following order: green, red, dark-blue, violaceous, yellow, light-blue, brown, pink. 17 is included into the set of experiments with the intention to demonstrate restrictions of the algorithm. As seen in the figure, the algorithm cannot catch what is the vague border between the sky and the sea texture segments. Instead, the sky segment (green color) occupies a part of the shore segment (red color), which is quite incorrect "from a human point of view". However, objectively, the textures of the sky, the sea and the shore segments within the considered image region are the same, which leads to the obtained segmentation result.
As seen in Figs. 8-17 , the larger the texture segment, the more correctly it is extracted. And, the smaller the texture segment, the worse it is delineated by this algorithm. The reason for this result is evident, it is a rather large size of the texture window (15 × 15 pixels) compared to the relatively small size of the image (427 × 320 pixels).
Discussion
The proposed segmentation algorithm has the following inherent peculiarity. Extraction of every texture segment is performed in turn, separately from all others. And this also concerns the segments of the same texture class. Due to this peculiarity, separated texture segments of the same texture class will not be attributed to one class by the algorithm. This is illustrated by Fig. 15 in which the segments of the same texture of tree trunks are painted by different colors. This peculiarity leads to the necessity to perform an additional step of the segmentation procedure. That is, at the final stage of the segmentation procedure, the averaged texture characteristics of all extracted texture segments should be compared to each other in order to identify those segments that have similar characteristics and, therefore, belong to the same texture class. This peculiarity is, evidently, a consequence of the fact that the proposed segmentation algorithm belongs to a region growing approach which is a local method with no global view of the problem.
Another peculiarity of the proposed segmentation algorithm is that it reliably provides correct extraction of any homogeneous fine-grained texture segment if it is surrounded from all sides by contrasting areas (for example, by other texture segments with dissimilar texture characteristics). However, if the considered segment is bordered with another segment with similar texture characteristics, the algorithm may merge them into one area.
Different parameters of the segmentation algorithm should be chosen to extract somewhat more or somewhat less homogeneous fine-grained texture segments. In particular, if it is necessary to analyze the texture configuration of the input image in a greater detail, the parameters could be chosen that provide extraction of a larger number of smaller but more homogeneous segments.
The number and shapes of the homogeneous fine-grained texture segments extracted by the algorithm in the input image depend on many circumstances. One of them is the segmentation algorithm's parameters. Another circumstance, which largely defines the number and shapes of the extracted texture segments, is an internal texture structure of the image. This means that if the input image consists of homogeneous fine-grained texture segments with rather different texture characteristics, the segmentation algorithm reliably extracts the same segments, even if the algorithm's parameters vary in a wide range. Vice versa, if any texture segment in the image is bordered with another segment with similar texture characteristics, the algorithm may unite them into one area, as it is demonstrated in Fig. 17 .
Also, a very important parameter, which strongly influences the segmentation process, is the texture window size (in relation to the image size). The larger the window size, the less homogeneous and coarser texture segments are extracted by the algorithm. However, a too small texture window does not provide adequate descriptions of textures.
Surely it would be interesting to explore the functionality of this algorithm in relation to the mechanism of vision in humans or other vision-equipped organisms. It is well known that the primary visual cortex of the mammalian brain plays a key role in visual perception because it receives and processes visual information. So, functionally, the primary visual cortex is used for analysis of visual images. The organization of sensory maps in the cortex reflects that of the retina. Peculiarity of the architectural organization of the primary visual cortex is that it contains a huge number of neural columns (e.g. [7, 13, 26, 27, 35] . This columnar organization has the local connectivity, that is connections "up" and "down" are much denser than connections that spread from side to side (between the neighboring columns). The system of feature clusters that consists of a number of binary (column) vectors is, evidently, similar to such a neural columnar architecture. The proposed segmentation algorithm can be, definitely, implemented in a neural network with a column architecture (like the visual cortex) by means of not too complex interactions between neurons of the same horizontal levels within a number of neighboring neural columns through local horizontal neural connections. Of course, all the above reasoning does not mean at all that we are claiming that the same segmentation algorithm is actually used in living organisms. There can be no doubt that in order to establish a link between all these architectural and functional similarities, deep and systematic research would be needed, which is beyond the scope of this research.
The experimental results presented in this paper are applicable only for qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of the segmentation algorithm in such terms as correct (or incorrect) extraction of segments "from a human point of view". There are also the following reasons for this.
The proposed algorithm is intended to extract only homogeneous fine-grained texture segments and it cannot extract a coarse texture segment as a whole region. As mentioned in Section 1, the algorithm divides every coarse texture region into a number of homogeneous fine-grained texture segments. Fig. 16 illustrates this statement. This figure is a black and white version of the 1 22 s image of the MSRC Database. As seen in Fig. 16 , the algorithm has found four comparatively large homogeneous texture segments in the horse's area. And the coarse part the horse's area has not been segmented at all. However, the ground through file which accompanies the 1 22 s image in the database contains the "horse" segment (the "horse" ground through) which is the whole horse's region including its body and its head, i.e. including all four extracted homogeneous texture segments and the unextracted part of coarse texture. In most databases used for texture and object segmentation and recognition, the image region occupied by any object is considered as a region of the same texture and is supplied with its ground through.
Therefore, it should be evident that any quantitative evaluation of the proposed segmentation algorithm cannot be performed on such databases.
It is worth to note that humans always use some high-level features for image segmentation, such as the context of the analyzed scene and the knowledge of the considered segment belonging to a certain object which the human has previously recognized in the image. That is why the presence in Figs. 8-17 of segments that are "not correct" from the human point of view, may be explained by the use of man's high-level knowledge and somewhat different sets of texture features used by humans and by the algorithm.
Elaboration of the present segmentation algorithm continues. The texture feature set used in the experimental part of this paper is rather simple. It would be useful to test other features for the present algorithm. For example, LBR (Local Binary Pattern) and uniform LBR operators are now popular for the solution of such tasks as texture classification, face recognition, facial expression recognition and so on (e.g. [43, 57] ). These operators are used to create an LBR histogram that could be applied as texture features instead of the present brightness histogram.
Conclusions
The purpose of this research was to propose an algorithm for partial texture segmentation of visual images. The algorithm segments any input image into a number of non-overlapping homogeneous fine-grained texture areas.
The main advantages of the proposed algorithm are as follows. The algorithm is fully unsupervised, that is, it processes the input image without any a priori knowledge, neither of the type of textures, nor of the number of texture segments in the image. Furthermore, the algorithm sequentially segments arbitrary images of all types. That means no changes of the algorithm's parameters are required for going from one type of image to another. For example, the texture segmentation results shown in Figs. 8-17 are not obtained by means of tuning the algorithm's parameters for each photograph individually, but all these images have been processed with the same parameters.
Another important advantage of the algorithm is that, in most cases, the algorithm extracts homogeneous fine-grained texture segments present in the image in a similar way as humans do. This result is confirmed by a series of experiments that demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to perform delineation of homogeneous fine-grained texture segments in a wide range of images. Of course, not all images are segmented successfully "from a human point of view" (e.g. see Fig. 16 ).
In addition to this, an image processing by the proposed algorithm results in considerable reduction of the uncertainty of internal structure of the analyzed image. In a typical case, the input image contains a number of homogeneous finegrained texture segments. And all of them will be extracted by the algorithm. For example, 60-90 percent of the image area might be marked as different homogeneous fine-grained segments, while the remaining 10-40 percent of the image area would consist of coarse textures, boundary and non-texture patches. Therefore, the algorithm can provide helpful additional information about the image that might significantly facilitate solution of such tasks as segmentation, analysis, object-ground separation and, finally, recognition of all objects present in the image.
Appendix A The algorithm of extraction of one homogeneous fine-grained texture segment
As mentioned in Section 7, the binary matrix R[i][j] of I × J size is introduced to represent (by its one-valued elements) the n-th texture segment extracted by the algorithm in the n-th iteration. The extraction process is divided into a large number of expansion steps. The expansion steps are combined in series. In every iteration, the number of series of expansion steps is limited; let us designate this limit by T . The series number is indicated by t and the expansion step number (within the current series t) is indicated by s. Let us consider the t-th series of expansion steps within the process of extraction of the n-th texture segment. For the description of the process we introduce a binary matrix Z of N = I × J elements. The pixels belonging to the n-th segment are marked by one-valued elements of the matrix Z. It is necessary to underline that the matrix Z is introduced to represent only those pixels of the n-th segment that are extracted by the algorithm during the t-th series of expansion steps. In order to express explicitly configurations of one-valued elements representing pixels of the extracted segment in the matrix Z, we use a notation Z(t, s) [i] [j] which designates the matrix Z during execution of the s-th expansion step of the t-th series.
At the beginning of each t-th series of expansion steps (s = 0), the matrix Z is initialized by the matrix R :
Each expansion step s begins with finding the outer contour which circumscribes the segment that has been extracted by this step and is presented in the matrix Z(t, s) (by its one-valued elements). Let us introduce an auxiliary binary matrix A[i][j] of N = I × J elements for representation of the contour. At every s-th expansion step of the t-th series, the contour A is computed by the formula:
where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , I; j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J; ∧ is conjunction; ⊕ is exclusive disjunction (XOR); Φ is one step of the dilation procedure in a binary matrix described in Section 4; Q is the currently considered image region Q. After the outer contour A has been determined, the integer values of all elements of the matrix E corresponding to the contour pixels (one-valued pixels of the matrix A) are compared with the variable threshold L(t). At the s-th expansion step of the t-th series, the pixels corresponding to the contour elements of the matrix E whose values exceed the threshold L(t) are appended to the configuration of one-valued pixels fixed in the matrix Z earlier. This is expressed by the following formula:
where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , I; j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J; the designation l is the unit step function which is defined by the formula:
The threshold value L is constant in all expansion steps within the same series, but it decreases from series to series, as follows. For every t-th series of expansion steps, the threshold value L(t) is calculated by the equation: L(t) = E max − U tE max , where E max is the maximal value of the matrix E computed before the n-th iteration and U is some coefficient, U < 1. Eq. (5) means that the threshold value L is directly proportional to the maximal value of the matrix E. During T series of expansion steps, the threshold value L(t) decreases from the maximal level L max = E max (for the first series, when t = 0) to the minimal value L min (for the last series, when t = T ). In the experiments with the computer model of the texture segmentation algorithm, the number of series of expansion steps T is 70 and the coefficient U is 0.7. Such values of these two parameters mean that in the process of extraction of the n-th segment the threshold L decreases from the maximal value E max of the current matrix E to its minimal level L min , which is 49 % of E max . Thus, Eq. (5) expresses that in each s-th expansion step of the t-th series the area of the extracted segment (contained in the matrix Z) is sequentially expanded by means of appending those surrounding pixels whose corresponding elements of the matrix E have enough high values. This process is accompanied by counting the number of appended pixels in each s-th expansion step. Every t-th series continues as long as the extracted segment's area increases. If the area stops to grow, i.e., if the number of appended pixels in the s-th expansion step becomes equal to zero, then the current t-th series is terminated.
Let us designate the final configuration of one-valued pixels of the matrix Z at the t-th series as Z fin (t). When the current t-th series is terminated, the area of one-valued elements fixed in the matrix Z fin (t) is analyzed in order to find out whether it is a simply connected area or whether it consists of some number of separate small spots. If the area consists of small spots, all pixels marked by onevalued elements of the matrix Z fin (t) are appended to the matrix R, as expressed by the formula:
where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , I; j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J; ∨ is disjunction. And in this case (of separate small spots), the procedure of Eq. (6) becomes final in the t-th series of expansion steps. Then, the process of extraction of the n-th texture segment continues in the (t + 1)-th series of expansion steps in full compliance with the above description starting from Eq. (3).
However, if it is found out that the area of one-valued elements obtained in the matrix Z fin (t) constitutes a rather large simply connected region, its averaged texture characteristics are computed and compared with the corresponding averaged texture characteristics of the area fixed in the matrix R. For such a comparison, four pairs of texture characteristics are used that are averaged over all one-valued pixels of both matrices Z fin (t) and R. The first pair comprises the mean values of the brightness histograms. The second pair of texture characteristics contains the mean values of the orientation histograms. The third one includes the mean values of brightness non-uniformity characteristics. And the fourth pair encompasses the mean values of brightness of all pixels.
To evaluate texture similarity of the areas Z fin (t) and R, absolute differences within all four pairs of the averaged texture characteristics are calculated. If all four differences lie inside some predefined thresholds, then the one-valued area obtained in the matrix Z fin (t) is appended to the area fixed in the matrix R according to Eq. (6). And, then, the process of extraction of the n-th texture segment continues in the (t + 1)-th series of expansion steps as mentioned above. However, if any difference exceeds the corresponding threshold, one-valued elements of the array Z fin (t) are not appended to the matrix R. The grounds for non-inclusion of the simply connected area obtained in the matrix Z fin (t) in the sought-for texture segment are evident: all parts of the homogeneous fine-grained segment should have similar averaged texture characteristics. Then, non-included pixels of the area Z fin (t) are deleted from the segment's area fixed in the matrix R, that is:
where i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , I; j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J; ⊕ is exclusive disjunction (XOR). Let us note that in the absence of the procedure described by Eq. (7) the final texture segment represented by one-valued pixels in the matrix R must always be simply connected. However, the procedure of Eq. (7) sometimes divides the extracted simply connected texture segment into several disconnected parts.
As mentioned in Section 7, when the process of extraction of the n-th texture segment is completed, its pixels are excluded from the subsequent consideration by means of subtracting them from the currently considered image region Q that is expressed by Eq. (2).
As mentioned in Section 7, extraction of the next (n + 1)-th texture segment is performed in full accordance with the above description and Eqs. (2-(7). As always, the extraction process starts with finding the representative seed pixel and a set of texture features characterizing the most homogeneous fine-grained texture segment present in the remained image domain Q.
Appendix B Notations
For the convenience of the reader, the terminology used in this paper is listed here. Of course, it is explained in detail in the paper itself.
Texture window is a rather small square-shaped area of the image (squareshaped image patch). A set of such texture windows covers the whole image. Neighboring texture windows have intersections between one another. Texture window size is of 15 × 15 pixels.
Texture feature is some characteristic of a texture. Each texture feature is extracted from a texture window and serves to estimate texture similarity and/or difference between different sites of the image. A total of M = 23 texture features are extracted from every texture window.
Feature cluster is a set of all texture features extracted from a single texture window. This set of features is represented in a complex of binary (column) vectors. Each feature is represented in its own vector. Each feature cluster contains M = 23 (column) vectors of K = 20 binary elements each.
Seed point is the image pixel which definitely belongs to the currently extracted texture segment. This pixel is found before the start of the extraction procedure for each texture segment.
Exemplary seed patch is the image area (patch) which is considered representative of the currently extracted texture segment. All pixels of the seed patch are located around the corresponding seed point.
Exemplary feature pattern is a set of all texture features which is extracted from the exemplary seed patch and is considered as a complete feature description of the sought-for texture segment. Exemplary feature pattern is represented in the feature cluster containing M = 23 (column) vectors of K = 20 gradual elements each.
Image size: I = 427; J = 320.
Q[i][j]
is the binary matrix of N = I × J elements which is used to represent (by its one-valued elements) the image region that is currently under processing.
is the binary four-dimensional array of I × J × M × K elements which serves for a formal feature description of the whole input image. Actually, the array G is composed of N = I × J binary feature clusters. T = 70. Parameter T is the number of series of expansion steps in the procedure of extraction of each texture segment. Correspondingly, the coefficient U is 0.7. These values of parameters mean that the threshold L decreases from its maximal value E max of the current matrix E to its minimal level L min , which is 49 % of E max .
